CREEES EVENTS 2005-2006

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR CO-SPONSORS:

- Asian Religion & Cultures Initiative
- Center on Democracy, Development & the Rule of Law (CDDRL)
- Center for East Asian Studies
- Department of Art & Art History
- Department of Comparative Literature
- Department of History
- Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
- Division of International, Comparative & Area Studies
- Division of Literatures, Cultures and Languages
- European Forum
- Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies
- Hoover Institution
- Institute of Slavic, East European and Eurasian Studies at University of California at Berkeley
- Romanian Students Association
- Silk Road Foundation
- Stanford Film Society
- Stanford Humanities Center
- Taube Center for Jewish Studies
- United Nations Association Film Festival

CONFERENCES

Glasnost' Evaluated: 1986 - 2006
30th Annual Berkeley-Stanford Conference
Friday, March 3, 2006
Panel I: Glasnost' in Scholarship and Culture
Panel II: Openness and Transparency in 21st Century Russia
Panel III: Conceptualizing Glasnost and Its Consequences

Eastern Orthodoxy and Literature Conference
March 4, 2006

This conference explored the place and use of Orthodoxy in literary studies and related fields. Presented by the Orthodoxy Reading Group, CREEES, and the Research Unit of the Division of Literatures, Languages and Cultures at Stanford.

Opening Remarks - Gabriella Safran Stanford University
Orthodoxy and Narrative - Chair: Sarah Pratt USC Robert Bird University of Chicago “Narrative and Image in the Sergioz School (Vasili Rozanov, Pavel Florenski,Vladimir Favorsky, Mikhail Prishvin)” Tom Roberts Stanford University “Narrative Strategy and Religious Discourse in Leskov’s The Enchanted Wanderer” Kate Holland Yale University “The Novel and Legend: Religious Narrative and The Brothers Karamazov”
Orthodoxy and Pedagogy - Chair: Gabriella Safran Stanford; Jack Kollmann Stanford University; Bob Gregg Stanford University
Orthodoxy and Theology - Chair: Nancy Kollmann Stanford University Nikolai Kotrolev Moscow Academy of Sciences; Vladimir Solovey: Between Catholicism and Orthodoxy; Martha Kelly Stanford University “The Lenten Subtext in Akhmatova’s Late Poetry” Evgenii Bershtein Reed College “Sex in Russian Modernist Theology: Father Sergii Bulgakov and Others”
Closing Remarks - Chair: Laura Wittman Stanford University; Viktor Zhivot University of California, Berkeley

Waves and Troughs of Post Communist Transitions:
What Role for External vs Domestic Variables?
April 28 & 29, 2006
Sponsored by the Center on Democracy, Development, and the Rule of Law and CREEES
Panel II: The Second Wave and the EU Effect
Panel III: The Third Wave: Electoral Breakthroughs (or not)
1998-2005
Panel IV: Troughs of Reform: Russia, Belarus and Authoritative Resilience

2005-06 ALEXANDER DALLIN LECTURE IN SOVIET AND POST-SOVIET AFFAIRS
Gorbachev Revisited
Archie Brown, Emeritus Professor of Politics at Oxford University and Emeritus Fellow of St Antony’s College, Oxford
Tuesday, April 18, 2006
http://creees.stanford.edu